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1 Introduction

Starting with the earliest work in computer vision, stereo analysis has played a
central role in scene modeling systems. Yet, to date, there has been no comprehensive
characterization of its strengths and weaknesses. To remedy this situation, SRI,
JPL, and Teleos have initiated a multiphase process for evaluating existing stereo
techniques. Our goal is to develop analytic, behavioral, and statistical models of the
effectiveness of stereo applied to Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) tasks. In this
report, we briefly describe the results of our initial evaluation, which we called the
JISCT Stereo Evaluation after the five groups who contributed imagery: JPL, INRIA
(in France), SRI, CMU, and Teleos.

In addition, we briefly describe progress in using multiple images to obtain an
integrated geometric and physical description of a scene. We present two techniques
for tracking moving objects and discuss how a technique developed on a related SRI
project can be used to produce robust three-dimensional descriptions of a scene.

2 Evaluation of Current Stereo Techniques

Stereo analysis, which for a long time had been viewed as an interesting, but too-
costly-to-be-practical technique, has emerged as a viable tool for realtime applica-
tions, such as vehicle navigation. This has happened for two reasons. First, advances
in hardware have made it practical to compute stereo matches "in real time." And
second, advances in algorithm development have made it possible to correctly match
large portions of outdoor scenes.

An important next step in the development and use )f practical stereo systems is
the characterization of their capabilities. Potential users, such as system integrators
and automatic task-planners, need to know the techniques' computational require-
ments, their speeds, the precision of their results, their common mistakes, and so
forth, in order to model the behavior of these stereo systems and reason about their
use. With this in mind, SRI, JPL, and Teleos began a multiphase evaluation process
last year within the ARPA Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) Project. The first
phase of that evaluation has been completed, and the second phase has begun.

The overall plan for that evaluation was (and continues to be) to pursue a three-
pronged approach, including analytic models, qualitative "behavioral" models, and
statistical performance models. The analytic models would be used to estimate such
things as the expected depth precision computable with a specific camera configu-
ration. The qualitative models would be used to identify key problems for future
research, for example, detection of holes, analysis of shadowed regions, and depth
measurements in bland areas. The statistical models would be used to produce quan-
titative estimates of such key factors as the smallest obstacle detectable at a specified
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distance. SRI has taken the lead in the qualitative evaluation; JPL has taken the
lead in the quantitative analysis.

For the qualitative analysis we decided to start by examining a small number of
techniques in order to debug the process, and then expand the evaluation to include
a much larger set of participants. The goals of the first phase were to get an initial
estimate of the effectiveness of current stereo techniques applied to UGV tasks, to
identify key problems for future research, and to debug the evaluation process.

One of the high-level guidelines we adopted was to develop and maintain an atmo-
sphere of cooperation and constructive criticism among the researchers participating
in the evaluation. Without this we would not be able to focus on our ultimate goal
of producing a sequence of increasingly capable stereo systems. To help establish a
cooperative atmosphere, we decided to concentrate on the positive aspects of each
technique and emphasize potential extensions, realizing that existing techniques were
developed for different domains and different applications. We also decided to share
all the raw results with the participants so they could duplicate our analysis or develop
their own.

For the first phase of the qualitative evaluation, SRI collected imagery from five
groups, JPL, INRIA (in France), SRI, CMU, and Teleos (hence the name "JISCT"
for the first evaluation phase); selected 49 image pairs for analysis; converted them
into a standard format; distributed the dataset to the five groups for processing, along
with an extensive set of instructions; collected the results; characterized them; and
finally distributed the results and the associated report to the participants.

We intentionally asked each group to process a large number of pairs (10 training
pairs and 45 "test" pairs ... 6 pairs were in both the training and test sets), because we
wanted to force each group to establish a standard algorithm that was automatically
applied. As a result of this approach, there are now three or four groups around the
world that can readily apply end-to-end stereo techniques to new data and compare
their results. As part of the second phase we hope to expand this community to
10 or more groups. This process has opened up a new form of interaction within
the computer vision community that we feel will help stimulate advances and reduce
redundant development.

In the instructions to the participants we asked each group to produce several
results for each match point in addition to its computed disparity. For each point we
asked for an x and a y disparity, an estimate of the precision associated with each
reported disparity, an estimate of the confidence associated with each match, and an
annotation for each unmatched point, indicating why the technique could not find
a match. Possible explanations for no match included "area too bland," "multiple
choices," and "inconsistent with neighbors." Although none of the groups produced
all this additional information (they all produced some of it), we felt that it was
important to begin the process with the goal of producing this auxiliary information,
which will be invaluable for the higher-level routines using the stereo results. We
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foresee a time in the not too distant future when the calling routine will use the
precisions, confidences, and annotations to actively control the sensor parameters for
the next data acquisition step. For example, if the current stereo results contain a
large region with no disparities and the image regions are quite dark, the controlling
routine could open the irises or increase the integration time to reexamine these dark
regions.

To assist in the analysis of the results, SRI developed two sets of routines, one to
gather statistics and one to display the disparities in a variety of ways. Since we did
not have ground truth for the distributed imagery, we were not able to compare the
computed disparities with objective values. However, we were able to gather statistics
on two of the three types of mistakes in which we were interested by outlining selected
regions in the imagery and counting the occurrence of results/no-results within these
regions. We made a distinction between the following three types of mistakes:

False Negatives: No disparities computed for points that should have results.

False Positives in Unmatchable Regions: Disparities reported for points that don't
have matches in the second image, for example, points occluded in one image
or points out of the field of view of one of the images.

False Positives in Matchable Regions: Incorrect disparities reported for matchable
points.

By interactively outlining regions of occluded points, regions of points out of the field
of view of the second image, and regions of points in the sky, we were able to directly
measure statistics for the first two types of mistakes. In addition, we outlined regions
corresponding to expected problems, such as dark shadows, foliage, and bland areas.
In this way we could gather statistics on the behavior of the algorithms on these
special problems.

The results of the first-phase evaluation can be summarized as follows:

We were surprised by the completeness of the results. Even though the dataset
contained a wide range of imagery, including some sequences designed to stretch
the analysis along specific dimensions, such as noise tolerance and disparity
range, the stereo systems computed disparities for 64% of the matchable points.
On eight image pairs selected to be the most appropriate for UGV applications,
the techniques computed disparities for as much as 87% of the points. Although
the missing points (and mistakes in the reported matches) could cause problems
for vehicle navigation, this level of completeness is an indication that there is a
solid basis for building a passive ranging system for an outdoor vehicle.
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"* For the UGV-related imagery the number of gross errors was relatively small,
ranging from a few "spike" errors to small regions of mistakes. We estimate that
these results contained gross errors of somewhere between 1 and 5%. Many of
these errors would have to be eliminated in order for the data to be used directly
for planning navigable routes.

"* The stereo systems made different mistakes, most of which could be explained
by their correlation patch size, search technique, or match verification technique.
However, since they made different mistakes, there is a possibility of combining
them in a way to check each other and fill in missing data.

"* All the stereo systems could be improved significantly with a relatively small
amount of effort. This was the first test of this type, requiring the analysis
of a large dataset, and it uncovered some weaknesses in the different stereo
systems that can be corrected. One area to be considered is the development of
preanalysis techniques to automatically set key parameters, such as patch size
and search areas (as Teleos did). The filtering of results could also be improved.
eliminating matches that differ significantly from their neighbors (as SRI did).

"* There were a few surprises, such as Teleos's successful solution to one set of
image pairs from CMU that includes a carpet with a repetitive pattern on it.
Teleos's large patches were able to detect large regions of subtle differences,
which allowed recovery of the correct disparities.

Additional information about the JISCT evaluation, its results, and our goals for the
se..ond phase, can be found in Appendix A. [Bolles, Baker, & Hannah].

3 Moving Object Detection, Tracking, and Recog-
nition

Our high-level goal for this research effort is to develop automated methods for
producing three-dimensional models of scenes containing moving objects. 0u,- ap-
proach is to analyze sequences of temporally coherent images, because they provide
the machine with both "redundant" information and new information about the scene.
The redundant information can be used to increase the precision and reliability of
computed models; the new information can be used to extend models into previously
uwseen areas. Recently we have developed two new techniques of this type. One is a
real-time technique designed to provide feedback within an "active vision" paradigm.
The other integrates object recognition into the tracking process in order to bridge
gaps in tracking continuity caused by such things as occlusion and low-level processing
mistakes.
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The first techni ._ie, which is the prcduct of a joint effort between Xerox PARC,
Stanford Univi.-',y, and SRI, produces motion results (or stereo disparities) at 10
to 15 hertz. '. has been implemented on two multi-processor configurations, a 16k-
processor Connection Machine and a 5-processor VX/MVX graphics accelerator sys-
tern (200 MIPS). With these systems we have demonstrated real-time control of a five
degree-of-freedom camera system tracking a person walking around a room [Woodfill].

The second technique incorporates object recognition procedures into the tracking
process in order to improve tracking reliability and facilitate object identification. Our
strategy has involved four steps. First, we train the system to recognize an object,
such as a truck, by showing it to the system fror- several viewpoints. Second, given
an image sequence of the truck moving in front of the camera system, we apply our
"weaving-wall" tracking technique [Baker & Garvey] to build a temporal model of
the objects in the sequence. Third, we apply the PRS recognition system [Chen
& Mulgaonkar] to identify the truck in individual images. And fourth, we use the
recognition results to "explain" discontinuities in the weaving wall so that we can
produce a more coherent description of the motion in the scene.

4 Geometric Recovery

The goal of geometric recovery is to build a three-dimensiunal structural descrip-
tion of a scene to support such tasks as robot navigation and cartographic modeling.
Ideally the description would consist of several interconnected representations, in-
cluding a detailed representation of the support surface (i.e., the ground), a list of
materi,.1 types and semantic labels for all scene "objects," and a set of accurate trans-
formations from the local vehicle coordinate system to the global reference system.
For many tasks, especially robot navigation, the process of building a scene model
should be viewed as an ongoing process in which a continuous stream of data is used
for incrementally updating the representations. In practice, however, current scene
modeling techniques typically analyze each snapshot of a scene independently and
produce a loose patchwork of representations, including such things as ground sur-
face patches, clouds of x-y-z points associated with objects, and a set of imprecise
transformations from the local coordinate system to the global system.

Our research goals in this area are to develop compact and expressive representa-
tions for modeling natural objects, such as rocks and bushes, and to develop effective
techniques for incrementally compiling a complete scene model from multiple views.
As part of a separate, but related, contract at SRI, we are developing a representation
scheme for three-dimensional natural objects and a technique for instantiating and
refining object models in this scheme. The following briefly describes our progress in
this area and indicates how these techniques apply to our UGV stereo effort.
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4.1 Three-Dimensional Object Models

In the past we have developed a number of three-dimensional object represen-
tations, including fractal-based descriptions (Pentland], contextual representations
[Strat & Fischler], and a "representation space" approach [Bobick & Bolles]. Recently
we have developed a triangulated mesh model that supports both object segmentation
and surface refinement techniques. In the 1992 Image Understanding Workshop Pro-
ceedings we described a technique for coalescing clouds of three-dimensional points
into a small number of representative surfaces [Fua & Sander]. In the past year we
have concentrated on a specialization of the triangulation representation that we call
hexagonally-connected triangular meshes. These meshes have the advantage that
they can be easily deformed to refine their local shape so that they satisfy both
photometric and depth constraints. The use of these meshes as part of a technique
for integrating stereo processing and photometric analysis is presented in a separate
paper in these proceedings [Fua & Leclerc].

One advantage of a triangular mesh representation is that many computers now
incorporate special hardware to support and perform graphic operations on such rep-
resentations. This same hardware can be used, with appropriate analysis routines, to
predict such things as scene depth values, surface orientations, and observed inten-
sities. We have implemented some of our techniques on Silicon Graphics computers
that support these operations.

Since these mesh representations are three-dimensional, they can directly encode
all aspects of an object's appearance in a single structure. This structure, in con-
junction with rendering techniques, provides a convenient way to work with complex,
convoluted objects.

In most of our experiments, we have used regular meshes. While this is appro-
priate for surfaces whose properties remain relatively constant, it is not optimal for
complex surfaces that require the combined efficiency and accuracy provided by ir-
regular networks. The relatively smooth parts of such surfaces can be represented
by large patches, while the rougher parts could be described by finer, more precise
triangulations. We are in the process of implementing irregular networks formed by
allowing selected facets to be subdivided.

4.2 Integration of Stereo and Photometric Analysis

Over the past few years we have investigated techniques for integrating stereo and
photometric analysis because these two techniques are complementary; one works well
when the imagery contains distinctive photometric patterns, and the other works well
when the imagery contains only gradual shading. In 1991 we reported the results of
our first technique of this type [Leclerc & Bobicki. Recently we have developed a
new approach that functions well even though we have relaxed several assumptions
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commonly used in shape-from-shading techniques. This new technique computes
both the shape and reflectance properties of physical surfaces from the information
present in multiple images. It considers two classes of information. The first is
the information that can be extracted from a single image, such as texture gradients,
shading, and occlusion edges. The technique takes advantage of the fact that multiple
images enhance the utility of this type of information by allowing both consistency
checks to filter out mistakes and averaging to improve precision. The second class of
information includes the stereo depth values computed from two or more images.

Our surface reconstruction method uses an object-centered representation, specif-
ically a hexagonally-connected three-dimensional mesh of vertices with triangular
facets. Such a representation accommodates the two classes of information mentioned
above, as well as multiple images (including motion sequences of a rigid object) and
self-occlusions. We have chosen to model the surface material using a Lambertian re-
flectance model with variable albedo, though generalizations to specular surfaces are
possible. Consequently, the natural choice for the monocular information source is
shading, while intensity is the natural choice for the image feature used in multi-image
correspondence. Not only are these the natural choices when we are able to assume a
Lambertian reflectance model, they are complementary: intensity correlation is most
accurate wherever the input images are highly textured, and shading is most accurate
when the input images have smooth intensity variation. Since we wish to deal with
surfaces with nonuniform albedo, we have developed a new approach that analyzes
the facet-to-facet geometry and albedo pattern to recover surface models.

We use an optimization approach to reconstruct the surface shape and its albedo
from the input images. We alter the shape and reflectance properties of the surface
mesh to minimize an objective function, given an initial surface estimate provided by
other means, such as a standard stereo algorithm. The objective function is a linear
combination of an intensity correlation component, an albedo variation component,
and a surface smoothness component. The first two components are a function of
the intensities projected onto the triangular facets from the input images (taking
occlusions into account), and are weighted according to the amount of texture in
the intensities, for the reasons mentioned in the previous paragraph. The geometric
smoothness component is slowly decreased during the optimization process to allow
for an accurate final estimate of the surface shape and reflectance.

We have implemented an algorithm employing these three terms and have per-
formed extensive experiments using synthetic images as well as aerial and face images.
The strengths of the approach include:

* The use of the three-dimensional surface mesh allows us to deal with self-
occlusions and thus effectively merge information from several potentially very
different viewpoints to eliminate "blind-spots."
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" By combining stereo and shape from shading, and weighing appropriately the
reliability of their respective contributions, we can obtain results that are better
than those produced by either technique alone.

" Using the facets to perform the stereo computation frees us from the constant-
depth assumption that standard correlation-based stereo techniques make. It
becomes possible to recover accurately the depth of sharply sloping surfaces
(such as that of a sharp ridge).

" The shape-from-shading component does not make the constant-albedo assump-
tion common to most shading algorithms. Instead, we only make the weaker
and much more general assumption that albedoes vary slowly across textureless
areas.

More complete details of this technique will appear in the 1993 ARPA Image Under-
standing Workshop [Fua & Leclerc].

5 Auxiliary Techniques

We have developed two techniques to support our ongoing research efforts. The
first one is a technique to generate more realistic synthetic stereo pairs than previously
available, and the second is a method for interleaving images taken from a pair of
moving cameras onto a single videotape.

5.1 Synthetic Stereo Pairs

We are developing a new interactive technique for generating synthetic stereo pairs,
which we expect to play an important role in future stereo evaluations, because com-
plete ground truth will be known for these images. The idea is to compute disparities
for a real image pair, interactively correct mistakes, and then use the refined dispar-
ity imagc as the ground truth for constructing a new image pair. Figures 1 through
6 show an example of this process. Figure 1 is the original pair taken at Stanford
University. (The left image is on top.) Figure 2 shows the disparities computed from
one of our stereo techniques. The results contain several "mistakes." There are re-
gions with no disparity results (shown in black); There are a few gross errors, such
as the bright points near the lower left comer; And the closest tree is considerably
wider than it should be. To correct these mistakes, a person interactively outlines the
occlusion edges in the original left image (shown in Figure 3) and eliminates gross
errors. The program then smoothes the data, avoiding the occlusion edges, and fills
in missing regions to produce a complete image of disparities, shown in Figure 4.
A relative camera model is then used to convert the disparities in Figure 4 into a
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three-dimensional scene model. (We use a hexagonally-connected triangular mesh
representation for the scene model, just as Fua and Leclerc used in their technique
for integrating stereo and photometric analysis [Fua & Leclerc].) Finally, we create
a new pair of images of this scene by texture mapping the original left image onto
images created for cameras located at the same positions with respect to the scene as
the original cameras were. Figure 5 shows this new pair of images. The right image
(on the bottom) has a large blank region on the right because that part of the scene
is not visible in the left image. To fill in that region, and any other occluded regions,
we extract the corresponding parts from the original right image and insert them.
Figure 6 shows the final pair of synthetic images.

The result of this process is a new pair of images that look almost identical to the
original pair, and the disparities and occlusion regions are known. Pairs of this type
will help in our future evaluations of stereo matching techniques, making it possible to
compute disparity errors across the whole image. However, this type of imagery will
not replace real imagery for at least two reasons. First, the image generation process
introduces subtle differences at occlusions, which are important test regions. And
second, the process introduces a bias to the ground truth measurements because a
stereo technique was used to compute it. As a result, we expect that stereo technique
to produce better results on the new imagery than other techniques. And, in fact,
we expect that all stereo techniques to do better on the synthetic pair than on the
original pair, because of the stereo analysis and smoothing used to create the synthetic
imagery.

5.2 Stereo Multiplexing

We have developed a way to multiplex the video from two synchronized cameras
onto one videotape by interleaving the even fields from both cameras. The new
videotape contains pairs of images taken simultaneously, but stored sequentially on
the tape. We used a Datacube MV20 system, a digicolor digitizer, and a maxWare-
like set of routines to do this. We input the left camera's data on the RED channel
of the digicolor, the right camera's data on the GREEN channel, store both even and
odd fields from both channels, ignore the odd fields, and set up the output registers
to write the even field of the left camera as the even field of the new video stream
and the even field of the right camera as the odd field. This sequence of video fields
is then sent back through the digicolor board to convert it back to analog for storage
on a videotape.

Recently, the three stereo contractors in the UGV Program - JPL, Teleos, and
SRI - agreed on this alternating field format as the standard way to store sequences
of stereo pairs on tape. It provides a convenient way to store long sequences of data
and/or results that can be easily viewed in stereo via LCD-shuttered glasses.
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Figure 1: Real stereo pair (left image on top).

Figure 2: Disparities computed for the pair in Figure 1 (aligned with the left image).
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Figure 3: Occlusion edges interactively drawn on the left image in Figure 1.

Figure 4: Interpolated and smoothed disparities.
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Figure 5: Preliminary synthetic pair corresponding to the pair in Figure 1.
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Figure 6: Final synthetic pair corresponding to the pair in Figure 1.
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The previous technique for multiplexing the output from two cameras was to store
the even field from the left camera and then the odd field from the right camera. The
problem with this method is that the two fields are not taken at the same time.
They are taken a 1/60th of a second apart. If the pair of cameras is mounted on a
vehicle moving 30 Km/h, the vehicle moves approximately 15 cm between the even
and odd fields, which is a significant change in the stereo camera configuration. Since
the amount of movement between cameras depends on the speed of the vehicle and
the smoothness of the road, the stereo system would have to recompute the relative
camera configuration for each stereo pair. To avoid this problem, we have decided to
standardize on a convention in which we interleave fields taken simultaneously. It is
more difficult to produce videotapes in this form, but the analysis of the data is more
straightforward.

6 Summary

We have made significant progress in achieving our goal of evaluating and advanc-
ing the state of the art in passive geometric recovery for UGV applications by:

1. Establishing a network of the world's foremost research centers concerned with
robotic vision to evaluate current technology and share new advances;

2. Carrying out the first phase of the stereo evaluation task to quantify perfor-
mance and identify critical problem areas. This work involved the design of
new techniques for data acquisition and performance analysis;

3. Developing new techniques for bridging the gap between the raw depth arrays
produced by current stereo techniques and the more integrated geometric mod-
els required by the UGV control systems.

7 Future Plans

Our plans for the coming year are to (1) continue our development of techniques
for building robust models of natural scenes to support UGV navigation (by inte-
grating information from several images), (2) develop techniques for detecting holes
and ditches and other navigational hazards in sequences of stereo imagery, and (3)
perform a second phase of stereo evaluation.
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The JISCT Stereo Evaluation*

Robert C. Bolles, H. Harlyn Baker, and Marsha Jo Hannah

Artificial Intelligence Cenler. SRI International
333 Ravenswood Ave., Menlo Park. CA 94025

(1)o1lvs•O ai.sri.coni bakerv'ai .sri.coi hannahltqai.sri.coin)

Abstract for two reaons. First. advance., ill hardwar, haIl' mad,.

it practical to conlmpmtet stereo matches "'iii real tinie."
The results of tIh, -JIS('l..' Stereo Evaluation (namined And second. advances in algori tl• developnviot haxe

after the five groups contributing imag,,ry: JPL. INRIA made it po'.sibl(l to correcl ly match large portioni of out-
(in France). SIMl. ('MI., and leleos) are presented. The door scene•..
goals of tihis evaliation, which was the first phase of a Ai important next step in the development and use of
nmultipliase evaluation process, were (1) to get an initial practical stereo systems is the characterization of their
estimate of the effectiveness of current stereo techniques capahilities. Potential users, such as system integrators
applied to Unmatineid Ground Vehicle (UGV) tasks, (2) and automatic task planner.ý, need to know their compu-
to identify key problems for future research, and (3) to tational requirements. their speed,. their precision. their
debug the evaluation proces,, so that it can be repeated mistakes, and so forth, iii order to model thir behav-
with a larger group of participants. SRI collected 49 ior and reason about their use. With this in mind. SRI.
pairs of images. dist ributed them to the five participants. JPL. and Teleos began a miiltiphase evaluation process
and received complete results from three groups - IN- last year within the Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV)
RIA. SRI. and Teleos. SRI compared the results by in- Project. The first phase of that evaluation has been
teractively analyzing them and automatically gathering completed. and the second phase hias begun. This paper
statistics. describes the results of the first phase.

We were surprised by the completeness of everyone's The overall plan for our complete evaluation process is
results. On the eight image pairs that we thought were to pursue a three-pronged approach. including analytic
the most representative of UGV tasks, the techniques models, qualitative "behavioral" models, and statistical
computed disparities for as much as 87% of the points performance models. The analytic tnodels would be used
with only a few "spike" errors and some scattered regions to estimate such things as the expected depth precision
of points without matches. Although the missing points computable with a specific camera configuration. The
(and mistakes in the reported matches) could cause prob- qualitative models would be used to identify key prob-
lems for vehicle navigation, this level of completeness is lems for future research, for example. detect ion of holes.
an indication that there is a solid basis for building a analysis of shadowed regions. and measurement of bland
passive ranging system for an outdoor vehicle. On the areas. The statistical niodels would be used to produce
other hand, none of these techniques have "solved the quantitative estimates of such key factors as the smallest
stereo problem" - we selected a number of important obstacle detectable at a specified distance. SRI has taken
areas for future research, including filtering out gross er- the lead in the qualitative evaluation: JPL hias taken the
rors and handling the wide dynamic range of intensities lead in the quantitative analysis.
common in outdoor imagery. For the qualitative analysis. we decided to start by ex-

amnining a small number of techniques in order to debug
the process. and then expand the evaluation to include

1 Introduction a much larger set of participants. The goals of the first.

phase were to get an initial estimate of the effectiveness
Stereo analysis, which for a long time had been of current stereo techniques applied to UGV tasks and,

viewed as an interesting, but too-costly-to-be-practical from this. to identify key problems for future research.
technique, has emerged as a viable tool for realtime ap- One of the high-level guidelines we adopted was to de-
plicationssuch as vehicle navigation. This has happened velop and maintain an atmosphere of cooperation and

*Supported by Advanced Research Projects Agency Contract constructive criticism among the researchers participat-

DACA 7.92C-O.o3. ing in the evaluation. Without this we would not be



able to focus on our ultimate goal of producing a se- Teleos, SRI. and two from INRIA. One of the INRIA
quence of increasingly capable stereo systems. To help sets was from a technique that locates linear features
establish a cooperative atmosphere, we decided to con- and then matches these features. Since this technique
cntrate on the positive aspects of each algorithm and reports only disparities along the matched edges. it was
highlight ways t.o strengthen existing techniques. realiz- not possible to directly compare its results to the oth-
ing that they were developed for different domains and ers. Therefore, we concentrated our analysison the three
different applications. We also decided to share all the correlation-based algorithms.
raw results with the participants so they could duplicate Each participating group analyzed its own results. In
our analysis or develop their own. addition. Harlyn Baker and Marsha Jo Hailliab of SRI

For the first phase of the qualitative evaluation. analyzed the results from all the groups on all .14 pairs
SRI collected imagery from five groups. JPL. INRIA and v.'rotl short reviews of them. In the full report

(iii France). SRI. CMI'. and Teleos (hence thlie nanme [Bolls. Baker. k Hannah], their comments are included

"J.IlSCT" for the first evaluation phase); selected 49 pairs as appendices. These comments, plus tile automatically
for analysis: converted thein into a standard format: dis- compiled statistics. form thie core of this evaluation.
ributed tlie, datmaset to tllive groups for processing. Initially. we were a little reluctant to coinput,, and

along witll atn extensive set of instructions: collected tihlt publish statistics that may be taken out of conttxt. Oml
results: characterized theni: and finally distribmuted the tlite other hand. statistics, if reported with sifficrient
results and tile associated report to the participants. caveats. call provide a convenient basis for coniparitml

We intentionally asked each group to proces, a large techniques,. in thi paper. we sumnmarize the qualitative

number of pairs (10 training pairs and 45 -test" pairs results and quantitativestatistics. The validitiesof both

... 6 pairs were in both the training and test sets: we are limited b% the dataset, which iplicitl% defiies flie

made an administrative mistake on one of the test pairs, range of data for which the conclusions directly apply.

reducing the total to 44). because we wanted to force ami(l by the analyzers. who naturally focused on issues

thein to establish a standard algorithm that was auto- they were most interested in,

matically applied. As a result of this, there are now four This paper is organized as follows In Section 2. we

groups around the world that can readily apply end-to- briefly describe the key strategies and parameters of the

end stereo techniques to new data and compare their three principal techniques, highlighting their similaritie

results. As part of the second phase we hope to expand and differences. In Section 3. we describe our experi-

this community to 10 or more groups. This process is mental procedure. In Section 4. we present the auto-

opening tip a new form of interaction within the com- matically gathered statistics, which we refer to as the

puter vision community that we feel will help stimulate believe-everything-they-tell-you statistics because they
advances and reduce redundant development, are based on the number of "reported" disparities in

In the instructions to the participants, we asked each specified regions of the test data. not on the number
of "correct" disparities. In Section 5. we sumnuarize our

group to produce several results for each matched point " andpbri efyion issu e or

in addition to its computed disparity. For each point qualitative analysis and briefly discuss open issues for fu-
ture research. It Section 6, we conclude with ai evalua-

we asked for all x and a y disparity, an estimate of the tion of the JISCT evaluation and make some suggestions
precision associated with each reported disparity, an es- fion op the evaluation proesst
timate of the confidence associated with each mat ch, and
an annotation for each unmatched point, indicating why
the technique could not find a match. Possible explana- 2 Technique Summaries
tions for no match included "area too bland." "multiple
choices," and "inconsistent with neighbors." Although We evaluated three techniques. whose key aspects are
none of the groups produced all this additional informa- highlighted below.
tion (they all produced some of it), we felt that it was
important to begin the process with the goal of produc-
ing this auxiliary information, which will be invaluable 2.1 INRIA
for the higher-level routines using the stereo results. We This technique was originally implemented as part of
foresee a time in the not too distant future when the a European space project to produce three-dimensional
calling routine will use the precisions, confidences, and models of scenes containing rocks and sand. It is imn-
annotations to actively control the sensor parameters for plentented in C on a Suti. A similar technique is ina-
the next data acquisition step. For example, if tlie cur- plemented on a Connection Machine (by Pascal Fua) at
rent stereo results contain a large region of points with- SRI. Key aspects are
out disparities and the image region is quite dark, the
controlling routine could open the irises or increase the * The algorithm computes a disparity for every pixel
integration time to reexamine these dark regions. in an image by matching patches (usually I IxI I pix-

Four groups returned results and write-ups to SRI - els) at one or two image resolutions. independently.



The basic algorithm "IN RIA-l" matches only at one uses these matches to guide another matching techtnique,
resolution. whose results become anchors for yet another techiique.

etc, with culling of mistakes occurring at many levels.
" The technique uses an approximation to normalized At each stage, the algorithmn acquires more supportingj

correlation, referred to as C5, because it. can be )I)- matches to suggest limits for the disparity search. ,.o thie
plemented efficiently using a sliding computation of algorithm can attempt to match points that ha\, less
the basic suWs. "interesting" information, using less hierarchy. For this

" The algorithm searches only along epipolar lines, evaluation, code was added to produce "dense"' mat chies:
which are assunied to be horizontal, this included stages that. grow regions of matchoes around

previously matched points, and fill in) a regular grid of
" The algorithm expects a range of disparities to he matches. In total, the standard algoritlhm for thi,. evah,-

specified for each itiage pair to he analyzed. ation involved seven stages of matching and( lHir,' filtpr-
"ing steps. The algorithm is inmplenent -d in ( on a Siun:

The technique verifies all matches by independentiy speed has not been a priority.
matching patches from the left image in the right Some key aspects art,
image and patches from the right image ill the left
innagt'. If the match for a patch from the left itiage is e The algorithli applies a verst,,, of hIirar,h cal

not niapped back to withiit a pixel of its location in matching for each poitt that it a !.alv%,.s .\t t\ , l

the left ittiagf,. th,' poiint k,. not assigned a disparity, early stages of thle procs-., it u.,, all avail;, im-
age resolutions, starting at li- coarsest. ii,-th,, li

" The technique coinput is a sithpixel locatioti for each, match found at that level to pr,,dict the lio,-alto of

match by fitting a second-order curve to the corre- the match at the next finer lev,.{ then rehtinti; it.

lation values surrounding tihe best inatch. and so forthl. At the filual stag,. where the' d'l,.t,"

* After computinig disparities for as man.y pixels ii grid of points is computed. the alorithnul tt,•, o0tly"oine or two levels.
the lef, image a., possible. the algorithm filters out
isolated matches by morphologically shrinking the At. each image resolution (level). the algorit hi does
regions of matches. It typically shrinks the regions a two-dimensional search near the epipolar Ilmt and
three times, grows the result three times. and then then hill-climhs around the best match. The epipo-
ANDs this result with the original image of results. lar lines calt be at any angle in file second image.
This process can erase regions as large as 6x6 pixels. and if there is no camera iiodel (due to had matches

"The algorithni computes a confidenuce value for each at early stages. or becaus the canera isn't tode-
disparity by differencing the heights of the two high- iable by a pinhole camera). the algorithms search
est matchitig peaks. over areas-(dx.dy) boxe's-defiied by siurrounding

mat ches.

" The technique estimiate., tIle precision of a disparity The algorithti uses "iornalize.! cross correlation
value by fitting a (aussian to the matching peak.
using its standard deviation as the precision mea- chal 'i m-

age to image) on I lxIl patches typically. Later
stages, such as the region-growing step. can use

"* The technique does not attempt matches near the smaller patches. The final match include-, a sub-

edges of ati image. pixel estimate ot the disparity. computed by fitting
two parabolas to the nearby correlation valuv,.

" The second set of results provided for this evaluation
often was produced by matching at two image reso-
lutions and picking the highest resolution for which by applying the same technique to match leack into
there was a valid match. the original image. If the retturn iuatch is not within

a pixel of the original point. tile itatch is discarded

2.2 SRI as unreliable.

T The algorithm applies several other "filters" to
This stereo system has eRolved over 20 years. begin- weed out mistakes, including a threshold ot Ititerest

ning with early Martian Rover research, migrating into value, thresholds on relative and absolute correla-
the aerial mapping domain, and now coming back to tion values, tests for matches outside ait itnag,'. a.;A
ground-level analysis. Its goal has been to produce a tests for unusual disparity values within a region of
set of high-quality matches from a wide range of (pos- th, in,,ge.
sibly uncalibrated) imagery. The algorithm is a multi-
stage process that uses one matching technique to get a Later stages of the algorithm use previously corn-
few solid matches at high-information points, and then puted disparities in the neighborhood of a new point



to be matched, to specify the range of disparities 3 Experimental Procedure
to be considered. The neighborhoods are typically
large. beginning at 1/4th of the image area. and The goal of this initial evaluation wa.s to produce a

gradually reducing to 1/64th of the .iage for this qualitative characterization of the capabilitie,- of current
experiment. This technique assumes that the scene stereo techniques applied to VGV ta.,;ks. Thiw intent, a.-.
is composed of relatively large continuous surfaces. stated in the instructions distributed to each participant.

was to produce a descriptioni such as the followiiig:
Since a confiJence for each match was requested for

t his experiment. one was supplied by computing the On the 44 image pairs in the databa-.,e
ratio of the correlation value to the autocorrelation our techniques correctly measured dispariu .es
threshold. to 65V of the points on the ground and 40(;; of

the points oln obstacles. such as trees. bush,-s.
2.3 TELEOS and rocks The top fitvc problemt for our tech-

This technique has been designed for efficient iniple- , i,ies were dynaniic range. holes, bland areats.

nlientatiou and recently has been geared toward active relpeated stiructure. awl poor range reolulti-n
We estiniiate that the.-, probl,'nis- occur tin tht,

vision in which file ba~sic stereo process matchtes 100 to I'M es at'' t ateseprobei oc
200 selected points iit a 1/30thi of a s,'coiil h is iii-
pleitented on a conmbination of two special boards and( TIe idea was to produce a characterization thal would
a Datacube system. For this evaluation. however, the focus future work on key U'(,V probl\"s.
hardware was not available and so a Lisp version of the O podv lo nis.
algorithOur basi approach to developing this tp f chaac-

terization was to apply the techniques to a large dataset.
key aspects are visually display the result. in ways to highlight unusual

* The algorithm uses large correiation windows (rang- events, gather basic statistics. andi where possible. sum-
ing from 24x24 to 96x96 pixels). marize our observations in descriptions that link ob-

The algorithm computies binary correlation values served behaviors to aspects of the techniques.
from the Laplacian of Gaussian of the original ira- To start the process. SRI compiled a databas,e of 49ages. image pairs front JPL. INRIA, SRI. CMU. and Teleos.

We converted the images into a standard format and

* The algorithm analyzes the data only at one reso- then distributed them to the five contributing groups for
lution. It automatically selects the size of the con- analysis. The groups were instructed to use 10 pairs as a
volution operators by analyzing the peak shapes of training set, "freeze" their algorithm, and then process
matches at 25 points in each new image pair. It se- the whole set of 45 pairs. Results and commentary from
lects the smallest window size that produces a sig- four stereo systenms were returned to SRI - Teleot. SRI.
nificant difference between the heights of the top and two from INRIA. One of the INRIA sets, using edge-
two highest peaks. based feature analysis, could not easily be compared with

the others. We concentrated our analysis on the three
At each point in the image. the algorithm starts correlation-based system results.
with the disparity computed for the neighbor $ To assist in the analysis of the results. SRI developed
pixel and tries to locate a match at a similar dis-parixel and sriesntoinoce sear mach atnai.zsimildirst- two sets of routines, one to gather statistics and one toparity. A serpentine search, which analyzes the first display the disparities in a variety of ways. Since we
row from left to right, the second row from right
to left, and so forth, is used in order to reduce the did not have ground truth for the distributed iniagery.

we were not. able to compare the computed disparitieswith objective values. However. we were able to gather

* The algorithm searclhes off the epipolar line for the statistics on two of the three types of mistakes that we
best match. are interested in by outlining special region!, itt t lie im-

0 The algorithm also e,.amines the effect of skewing agery and counting the occurrence of results wit hiun these

the patch being matched. It analyzes skews ranging regionis.

from -. 5 pixels per line to +.5 pixels per line. This We made a distinction between tee following three

analysis is applied only at the end of the search when types of mistakes:

the best match has been selected. False Negatives: No disparities computed for points

* The algorithm estimates a subpixel disparity value that should have results.
by fitting a quadratic function to the best peak.

False Positives in Uinmatchiable Regions: Dl.-parities

* The algorithm does not try t.o match points near reported for points that don't have miatche- in the
the edges of an image. icond image. for example, points occluded in one



image or points out of the field of view of one of the to display three-dimensional results, because most cur-
images. rent techniques encourage the human eye to -stnooth

"over" differences, making the results look better than
False Positives in Matchable Regions: Incorrect dis- they actually are.

parities reported for matchable points.

By interactively outlining regions of occluded points, 4 Statistics Summary
regions of points out of the field of view of the second
image, and regions of points in the sky. we were able The statistics that we refer to as believe-ev'rythiitig-
to directly measure statistics for the first. two types of they-tell-you statistics are based on the nuni,,er of re-
mistakes. In addition. we outlined regions corresponding ported disparities in specified regions of the t-st data.
to expected problems, such as dark shadows. foliage, and These statist ics do not distinguish between "'corrct" amn
bland areas. In this way. we could gather statistics on the 'incorrect'" disparity values, just reported value, and un-
behavior of the algorithms on these speial problems. reported values. They do. however, provide enough in-

As part of the initial instructions we asked each group formation to estimate three important quanmilfi,. tli.,
to extend its algorithm to produce an image of annota- number of false negatives (matchable points that were
tions that summarizes the result of the analysis. pixel not assigned a disparity). the number of fals, positives
by pixel. At each pixel we asked for a code from the occurring in unmatchable regions. and the mutniter of
following list: tiatcliable pixels that were assignted dispariti,,

To help focus attention of key areas of the t--,t data.
0: no match attempted we interactively outlined regions in the left images of
1: matched fine 20 of the 44 image pairs (see Figure 1 and Figure 2).

One of the most important regiots is what we called
NO MATCH BECAUSE m'natchable-data." It eliminates several types of points

2: too bland, no information to key on that do not have matches in the right image. including
3: low match value (e.g., correlation value) null bands that do not contain grayscale data (but are
4: multiple choices (ie, repeated structure) included in the images to fill them out to a standard size.
5: back-match inconsistency such as 512 by 512 pixels) and pixels that are out of the
6: point out of camera's field of view field of view of the right camera. In the 20 intages we
7: point occluded by an object in the scene examined, the percentage of unmatchable point., ranged
8: point too far off the epipolar line from 4.3'7 to 46.07 and averaged 12.3%.
9: point inconsistent with neighbors The statistics were gathered by a program that

10: other counted the number of disparities (dx disparities) re-

ported in the specified region (or the whole image. ifThe reasotn for requesting these, codes is to encourage that was aplpropriate).

future algorithms to provide this additional informatiot. Figure 3 shows the results on all 44 image pairs. Note

which can be used by the higher-level vision technique.,s that

to decide what should he done next. For example, if no

results are reported for a region directly ahead of the The dataset contains a wide variety of imagerN:
vehicle and the region is too bland and very dark, one some of it is realistic (containing dirt roads and
option might be to open the irises on the cameras (or -ross-country scenes) and some is designed to test
increase the integration time) in order to see into the , Algorithms along one dimension, such as base-
dark area. Ii,, and noise tolerance. Some of the imagery is

INRIA reported codes of I and 10; SRI reported all %,en trick imagery (the shoe images from 'M').
codes except for 4 and 7; and Teleos reported codes of 0,
1, 2, and 3. Therefore, we were able to count tlie number The numbers in parenthcses after each group's nane
of matches attempted in each region and the number of (along the top of the table) indicate the number of
disparities reported. test pairs in the dataset from that group.

To estimate the frequency of incorrectly reported dis-
parities (the third type of mistake), we either compared The INRIA-2 results are in parentheses because dif-
them to interactively selected values or located an aber- ferent parameter settings were used for different ini-
ration in the local pattern of disparities when they were age pairs. However, the usual change was for the
displayed on the screen. We experimented with a variety technique to match at two spatial resolutions in-
of display techniques, including displaying the dispari- stead of just one, and then combine the results. If a
ties as color-coded dots in stereo, heights above a three- second set of parameters was not tried for a pair, we
dimensional "ground" plane, and disparity-displaced left the entry blank and used the INRIA-l results
vertical lines. We are continuing to look for better ways in our computation of INRIA-2s average
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Figure 1: Interactively outlined. special-interest regions for the J) imiage pair front INRIl

*If we did not outlI Ine a "matchable-dat a" region for a 5 Qualitative Analysis
pair. we used thle full-nimage statistics in our compu-
tations. This reduces the effectiveness totals somec- We were surprised by the coinpletent-s,. of .evoe.
what (possibly by as much as 7V7). results. Even though the datast't contained a wvide range

of imiagery. including some sequences designod to sr retch
Given the diversity of the data, we were pleased with the the analysis along specific dimiensions. such asý nois-e tol-
completeness of the results. erance and disparity range. thep techniques comiputed dis-

In order to examine the behavior of the techniques on parities for 64%~ of the matchable- points. On the eight
typical UGNV imagery. we selected the eight. images from image pairs that we selected as thle most appropriate for
the dataset that were the most appropriate for UGV UGV applications, the techiniques computed disparities
tasks and collected statistics on that subset. Figure 4 for as much as 87%, of the points. Although the miiss-
shows the results on these dlata. The INRIA-2. SRI-2, ing points (and mistakes in thle reported miatchtes) could
and Teleos-1 techniques performed well, computing dis- cause problems for vehicle navigation, this level of corn-
parities for 86 or 87(k of the matchable points. Note, pleteness is an indication that there is a solid basis for

however, that these images did not contain difficult ob- building a passive ranging system for an outdoor vehicle.
stacles. such as holes, ditches, and small rocks-the ob- The number of gross errors varied considerably from
stacles were large rocks, bushes, and trees. image pair to image pair. For most "realistic- itliages thle

Figure 5 shows the results on the 17 large obstacles number was relatively small. ranging front a few "spike"
in the dlataset. The techniques did an excellent job of errors to small regions of mist ake-s. We e-st imat e thlat for
detecting these objects, which stick up above the ground these images there were between I and 15% gross errors in
- they only had a lit tle trouble ]in shadowed regions on the results. In many cases, the worst errors cluster into
them. areas that are "breaking up" for one reason or another

With respect to shadows, the techniques had a signif- (usually poor information plus a poor "-guess: for the
icantly harder timie computing disparities for points in disparity range); if we cati "fix" these areas, then the
shadowed regions than in sun-lit regions. Figure 6 shows remaining "spike" errors should he amenable to culling
the results for points in shadows. techniques. If) any case. most of these errors would have

The techniques also had trouble with blatnd regions, to be eliminated in order for thle data to be used direct ly

as expected. Figure 7 shows the results on these areas. for planning navigable routes.
The techniques typically computed results around the The techniques nmade lifferent mist akes. most of which

* edges of the regions - the larger the correlation win- could be explained by their correlation pat clh siz. search

dows, the more points were computed. because correla- technique, or match verification technique. However.
tion windows naturally extend matches into the interior since they made different mistakes, there is a poss-ibi-
of bland regions by about half their diameter. ity of combining them ini a way to check each ot her and

There are several potentially important problem areas fill in missing data.
that were not. covered in this initial dlataset. including All the techniques could be improved significatitly with
holes, sand, small- to medium-sized rocks and bushes, a relatively small amiount of effort. This was thle first test
reflective surfaces (water or windows), and moving ob- of this type, requiring thle analysis of a large dat ;set. atid
jects. One of our goals for t~he second phase of this eval- it uncovered some weaknesses that cati be corrected. One
uation is to include examples of these problems. area to be considered is the development of pre analysis
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Weighted
JPL(5) INRIA(8) SRI(15) CMUI(9) Teleos(7) Average
-----------------------------------------------------------

INRIA-1 I 63 66 42 89 35 57
(INRIA-2)J(92) (75) (60) (70) (50) (67)

SRI-2 94 74 61 64 39 64

Teleos-1I 95 81 45 87 77 71
-----------------------------------------------------------

Average I 84 74 49 80 50 I 64

Figure 3: Percentage of "niatchable' pixels assigned disparities on all 44 image pairs.

Arroyo EPI16 HMMWV1 HMMWV2 J1 Road Rock StanDbl Average

INRIA-1 I 90 60 67 79 72 40 37 47 62
(INRIA-2)I (85) (95) (95) (90) (88) (76) (86)

SRI-2 1 91 72 94 94 73 97 94 78 87

Teleos-1 98 72 93 91 74 98 95 72 87

Average 1 93 68 85 88 73 78 75 66 1 79

Figure 4: Percentage of "matchable" pixels assigned disparities on the eight most representative pairs.



Arroyo HMMWV1 HMMWV2 Rock
Bush1 Bush2 Rock LMound Rock RMound Rock Etc LBush RBush Rock

Pixels: 56 68 10 130 18 106 26 839 174 105 23

INRIA-1 1 95 88 100 98 100 88 100 96 67 30 57
(INRIA-2)1 (100) (100) (100) (100) (98) (74) (74)(100)

SRI-2 91 82 90 99 94 96 96 95 68 64 96

Teleos-I 90 100 90 88 100 97 88 94 74 72 57

Average I 92 90 93 95 98 94 95 95 70 55 70

31 StanDbl Ball2 Unweighted
RRock FRock LRock iTree 2&3T Tennis-Ball Average

Pixels: 70 70 98 276 37 145

INRIA-1 I 100 100 100 63 86 92 85
(INRIA-2)I (92)(100) (94) (95)

SRI-2 I100 99 99 50 76 90 87

Teleos-1I 98 89 100 94 62 86 87

Average I 99 96 100 69 75 89 1 86

Figure 5: Percentage of "matchable" pixels on large obstacles assigned disparities.

Stanford StanDbl Unweighted
Shadow lstTree Shadow lstTree Average

Pixels: 215 140 448 276

INRIA-1 1 40 71 38 63 53
(INRIA-2)I (84) (96) (73) (92) (86)

SRI-2 1 59 61 65 50 59

Teleos-1 1 82 29 94 52

Average I 33 71 44 69 1 55

Figure 6: Percentage of "matchable* pixels in shadows assigned disparities.



iRoad2 Ji Ball2 Ball4 Unweighted
Road Bland Matchable- Matchable- Average

Pixels: 1077 229 3126 3126

INRIA-1 1 12 22 56 39 32
(INRIA-2)I (86) (72) (62) (61)

SRI-21 63 32 76 43 54

Teleos-1 1 83 10 86 84 66

Average I 53 21 73 55 I 51

Figure 7: Percentage of -matchable" pixels in bland areas assigned dispariti,.s.

techniques to automatically set key parameters. such as INRIA's algorithlis search the entire width of the
patch size and search a,(a.- (as Teleos does). Another epipolar line. Thik helped thein to do well on some
place for improvement is in the filtering of the results datasets. but when the ground t,-xture was ambiguous.
to eliminate matches that differ significantly from their their technique tended to return no match hecaus, of
neighbors (as SRI and INRIA do). multiple choices.

There were a few surprises, such as Teleos's successful SRI's algorithm depends on early matches to "set the
solution to one set of image pairs from CMU that in- context". so that later searches for matches can be con-
cludes a carpet with a repetitive pattern on it. Teleos's fined to the disparities in that neighborhood. When
large patches were able to detect large regions of subtle there is enough global texture for the initial matches to
differences. which led to the correct disparities, give a good sampliiu of the disparities. this works well.

enabling SRI-2 to produce ground plane matches where
5.1 Technique-Oriented Summaries the others couldn't. However. when lack of foreground

detail keeps SRI-2 from having the right initial matches.
No one of these algorithms has completely solved the it fails to match, or finds random mismatches.

stereo problem, although all can produce basically usable
results on most reasonable imagery. Each has strengths Teleos's algorithm uses very large windows dynami-
and weaknesses-and very often an algorithm's strength cally skewed to accommodate tilted planes. This causes
on one dataset. is its weakness on another! it to do well on some ground planes where it was able to

INRIA's algorithms assume that the images are in disambiguate the pattern through minor variations, but
epipolar alignment. This makes their searches more ef- not on others where the ground plane tilt was out of the
ficient, and keeps matches from wandering off of the allowed range of skewing. Of course. these large windows
epipolar lines (for instance, "climbing" the edges of tree also cause it to have problems with any scene containing
trunks). However, when presented with nonepipolar ira- depth discontinuities-it either finds no match, or tries
agery. INRIA-1 fell apart; INRIA-2 did better, but had a to blend the foreground object into the background oh-
persistent problem. producing rough disparity contours, jects. or widens the foreground object out onto the back-
which are apparently due to the way the pyramid was ground. In addition. Teleos-l's scanning heuristic cre-
handled. The low-resolution results were simply zoomed- ates some rather peculiar artifacts- extending objects
out using pixel replication. This epipolar line constraint in opposite directions on alternate scan lines. However.
also limits the usefulness of INRIA's algorithms on im- its ability to "see- into low-contrast situations is very
agery from nonpinhole cameras. good.

SRI's algorithm mostly disregards the epipolar con- The Teleos system. with its large correlation windows,
straint. Consequently, it had no particular problems also produces smaller range images. because it limits
handling nonepipolar imagery. However, it failed to matching to area& where the full correlation patch is
match many of the very smooth tree edges in the EPI within tie image. In an active vision system. the sensors
sequence, probably because its matches "slid" up the could be reorieited to center objects of interest thai may
linear sides of the trees. initially appear on the boundary of an image



Both INRIA's and SRI's algorithms use fairly small 4. Adjusting algorithm parameters automatically to
windows. This removes much of the need for win- properly handle different image regions, such as
dow skewing and warping, although on extremely tipped bland areas and texture regions.
planes, warping would be helpful. INRIA-1, INRIA-2,

"and SRI-2 all do better on tilted planes if the informa- .5. Detecting multiple matches and selecting the cor-
tion is slight ly "fuzzy". These algorithms don't do nearly redt one, possibly by analyzing multiple images.
as well in the presence of man-made ambiguous patterns. 6. Providing validation and confidence estimatiou

SRI's algorithm tends to leave more holes in the mechanisnms.
dat.a-low-informat ion places that it refuse,. to try to
match, ambiguous places where it can't backniatch suc- 7. Detecting occlusion edges and reporting accurat,
cessfully, or error matches that it has detected and re- depths on both sides of them.
moved. This gives the data a "lacey" appearance, and
it should probably be followed by an interpolation step, 8. Detecting and characterizing small- to nleditunI-

to fill in these problem areas. (The SRI technique is sized obstacles, such as rocks and buslies.

capable of interpolat ion, but it was not used in this eval- 9. Detecting *'negative- obstacles, such as holes and
uation.) SHI-2 often leaves a nice band of no-ntatches ditches.
outlining dept It discont inuities. where one doesn't really
want separate objects "'smoothed" together. S111-2 also Although the JIS('T dataset did not include examples of
often refuses to match areas like the sky. which techni- the last two areas. they are clearly important for cros.-
cally don't have a match. country navigation.

None of the algorithms currently distinguishes be-
tween good image data and the "null data" areas caused
by image digitization. reprojection, and so forth. This 6 Conclusion
can lead to rather peculiar mismatches around these ar-
eas of null data. All of the algorithms should add the As a result of this phase of our stereo evaluation. we
ability to accept a mask telling what parts of the image can make a few general observations and develop a few
not to try to match. Better yet would be a preprocessing ideas for the project's next .thase.
step to construct. these masks automatically. First, the time is right for evaluation. If promising

It was interesting to see how much better all of the computer vision techniques, such as stereo analysis and
algorithms did on the imagery taken by JPL than on road following, are to make the transition from the re-
the SRI imagery. A major factor is the unusual aspect search laboratory to practical systems. their characteris-
ratio of the SRI imagery caused by digitizing individual tics will have to be well enough documented that system
fields. since the vehicle was moving fast enough to show a engineers can understand them and predict their behav-
significant difference between fields. JPL's imagery was ior. We view this evaluation as the first tentative step
taken while the vehicle was standing still. Other differ- toward developing this type of characterization.
ences that may have contributed include image contrast, Second, evaluations of this type require a significant
epipolar geometry, and look angle (SRI's cameras were effort.. To give an idea of what is involved in such an
looking far forward, whereas JPL's were looking down evaluation, SRI did the following: gathered imagery front
a bit more). We note that the exchange of imagery can five groups, converted it into a standard format, designed
help in algorithm development by avoiding inadvertently the experimental procedure, distributed the imagery to
"tuning" one's algorithm to one's particular style of im- the participants, collected the results, converted them
agery. into a uniform format (correcting for a few mistakes in

the original specifications), developed visualization rou-

5.2 Open Research Problems tines, used these routines to interactively examine all the
results, developed statistics gathering routines, applied

After examining the results from this dataset, we these routines to the results, wrote the report, and tinally
have selected the following topics for future research in distributed the report and copies of everyone's results.
the area of low-level passive range sensing: Third, ideally an evaluation of this type should be per-

formed periodically to provide estimates of t he relative
1. Filtering out gross errors caused by erroneous improvements of the techniques.

matches.

2. Handling the wide dynamic range in intensities com- 6.1 Critique of the JISCT Evaluation
mon in outdoor imagery, from dark shadowed re-
gions up to specularities off shiny surfaces. Some things that were done correctly:

3. Handling the large range in adjacent disparities aris- We developed a cooperative attitude among the par-
ing from narrow foreground obstacles. ticipants. This was the first time our conmnmity



had tried establishing an ongoing evaluation pro- * More auxiliary data (e.g.. calibratioti information)
cess and we knew that we'd make mistakes. We also should be supplied with the dataset. Sonme tech-
knew that the participants have their egos involved niques rely on this information to reduce search and
in their systems. and we wanted to emphasize the set key parameters. Also. it will generally h, avail-
constructive aspects of comparing techniques. able in most applications.

"The experimental procedure was almost right.. The
idea of distributing a large number of stereo pairs 6.2 Plans for the Next Evaluation Phase

using some for a training sei. freezing the *official" We plan to include three types of imagery in tIh,. -ext
algorithm, and then applying it to 45 test pairs is dataset: demonstration-related pairs and sequences. a
correct. The large number of pairs virtually forced few image-intensified pairs, and some synthetic pairs
the groups to implement an automatic technique, that. are less artifactual than previous ones. On, of our
which they could apply to any image pair. As a goals for this phase is to explore more rugged off-road
result, there are now four systems around hie world scenes, including deep ruts, tall grass. and ditches, so
that can be easily tested on new imagery. we are including several examples of each in thw now

"* The idea of ask:ng for precision estimates. confi- dataset. The image-intensified data will provide our first

dence estimates, and annotations was correct. Al- look at applying our techniques to nigit-visioii-tpe mi-
agery. The synthetic data is formed from real pairs hbthough no group produced t hein all. future systems

will be expected to because this information is so modifying a set of computed disparities, and then font-
important for higher-level users of the ro.-iults. ing a new right image based on these disparitie,. This

data. although still not completely realistic. is sigiifi-
" The basic idea of sharing data from several groups cantly better than previous versions and provide, cot ii-

was good because applying the algorithms to this plete ground truth.
diverse set of images brought to light several im- We plan to distribute the dataset to 10 or 15 research
plicit and explicit assumptions and parameters in groups for analysis. After debugging the process. we are
the algorithms, in a position to open up the evaluation to include a wider

group of participants.

" Since any evaluation of this type can only include a

limited set of imagery that at tempts to cover all pos-
sible dimensions, the idea of including several small Reference
controlled experiments worked well. For example, Bolles, R.C., H.H. Baker, and MIJ. Hannah. "The
the set of images from Teleos explored the ability of "JISCT" Stereo Evaluation." SRI International Report.
the algorithms to handle increasing noise: the SRI January 1993.
EPI sequence tested a range of baselines.

Some things that should be changed:

" The lack of ground truth significantly limited the
types of automatic "objective" evaluations possible.
Ground truth is expensive. but there is no substitute
for assessing quantitative issues.

" For this initial phase we built our dataset primar-
ily from existing data. In the future we need to
gather data that is more realistic and appropriate
to the task. In particular, for UGV tasks, the data
should be from the demonstration sites and include
examples of the common "obstacles." such as ruts,
bushes, rocks, ditches, and water. Future datasets
should also include sequences of images and trinoc-
ular data, not. just individual pairs.

" The whole process took too long (almost a year).
Techniques can change faster than that. To be rel-
evant, the rc wits should be returned within a few
months. This turnaround time is more possible now
that we have been through the process once and
have developed routines for analyzing the data.


